
Mizzu Cho
UX UI Designer

Austin, TX | (817)805-2187 | mizzucho@gmail.com | GitHub | Portfolio | LinkedIn

I'm a UX UI designer who designs to humanize the product and vocalize the story. I want to work with other
dreamers to create a genuine, emotional connection between the product and the target audience. I've
recently completed a UX Design course at Careerfoundry to learn how to make user-center design decisions
based on qualitative and quantitative data under three mentors. I've also completed an additional course to
learn the basics of front-end development.

TOOLS: Figma, Miro, Usability Hub, Photoshop, Lightroom, Atom, GitHub
SKILLS: Creative problem-solving, user research, user interface design, competitive analysis, information architecture,
card sorting, usability testing, user journey, user flows, wireframing, prototyping, basic HTML5 /CSS3

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
UX UI Designer | Careerfoundry project - Snapshot | Remote | Apr 2021 - Dec 2022

● Designed a mobile application that allows users to organize and track their bloodwork data better.
Conducted user research, produced interactive prototypes using Figma, analyzed usability test
results and implemented feedback, and refined designs to ensure they meet Section 508 Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines.

UX UI Designer | Careerfoundry project - Diction | Remote | Jan 2021 - Apr 2022
● Designed a mobile application that allows users to learn vocabulary. Conducted user research,

produced interactive prototypes using Figma, analyzed usability test results and implemented
feedback, and refined designs to ensure they meet Section 508 Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines.

Senior Portrait Photographer | Freelance | Austin, TX | May 2019 – Present
● Created digital content on the Instagram platform to appeal to the target audience
● Managed 62 photoshoots and produced a $3000+ profit
● Collaborated with local small businesses, such as KBBQ restaurant and bakery startup, to help

them create social media exposure

Food Server + Social Media Manager  | Chosun Korean BBQ | Austin, TX | May 2019 - Nov 2021
● Constructed social media account on Instagram to solidify brand identity and attract more people

who love Korean food
● Collaborated with 4-5 people to manage 100+ tables in a very fast-paced environment

EDUCATION
Careerfoundry | UX Design Bootcamp | Remote
500+ hours Intensive project-based online training program with a focus on UX design process and front-end
development.

The University of Texas at Austin | BA Biology with pre-health certificate | Austin, TX

https://github.com/mizzucho
https://mizzucho.github.io/portfolio-website/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mizzu-cho-983522178/
http://www.behance.net/mizzucho
https://mizzucho.github.io/portfolio-website/diction.html

